Temporal and spatial apodization in defocused acoustic transmission microscopy.
Two non-confocally adjusted spherical transducers are employed to implement an acoustic microscope operating in transmission with an approximately line-shaped point spread function (PSF). Such a PSF is of advantage in acoustic transmission line tomography and spatially resolved velocity measurements in solids. The foci of the transducers are viewed as diffraction-limited point transducers and appropriate time-selective signal acquisition is designed to restrict the ultrasound wave paths to the line connecting them. It is found that for typical commercially available transducers the largest contribution to the detected signal is not due to the direct ultrasound wave but due to the edge waves emanating from the rim of the focusing transducer. This poses constraints on achieving a line-shaped PSF in defocused acoustic transmission microscopy. It is shown that, due to the strong contribution from edge waves, it is impossible to achieve a line-shaped PSF in the case of application of a long exciting toneburst. The influence of the exciting pulse length, as well as the position of the time gate on the obtainable PSF is investigated.